
CS5040
Universal simplicity full of clever functionalities

The CS5040 office system was designed around the central theme of Compact Design & Smart Solutions, which 
was then abbreviated into its name. The leg profile is 50 x 40mm creating the rest of the name; CS5040. 

The core design of the product is the technical minimalism, which is achieved through the use of a base bracket – 
a patent application for its unique design has been registered. 



With optional base shapes, component colours and functional solutions you obtain ample room for manoeuvrability, 
while at the same time the consistency of design and an aesthetic look are ensured. The CS5040 furniture system 
creates a comfortable work zone, ensuring conditions for effective communication, task performance and a good 
atmosphere – an inseparable element of well-being in the office.

Finishes
BI White/BI White, White RAL 9016, CSE20



Finishes
CC Black/CC Black, Black RAL 9005, RDXF7508

Modern or cosy? 

Simplicity is the answer





Finishes
BI White/BI White, Black RAL 9005, CUZ30



Finishes
BI White/CC Black, Black RAL 9005

Colour concept

Subdued, contrasting, monochrome or multicoloured. 
The colour concept of the office and furniture 
contributes to the overall atmosphere and makes 
a reference to the specificity of an industry. Create an 
interesting effect by mixing the colour of the table top 
with a different one for the edge. The matrix offers 
countless combination possibilities to be used to 
visually divide an office into zones.

Less is more

Minimalistic form and no superfluous elements, only the ones that guarantee comfort of use and visual lightness.  
The universal character of the CS5040 furniture system opens the way to arranging interiors of various types, as it 
naturally fits into the atmosphere of modern offices, designer studios and collaborative spaces.

The key points of the system’s design are two types of the base; 4 U shape legs and a visually interesting A-leg. An 
optional gap between table top and the frame gives the piece visual lightness, and finally a wide range of melamine 
colours for table tops and edges.

Creating a space for team and individual work with CS5040 free-standing desks and workbenches is an extremely 
easy task due to freedom of configuration within the line. A response to the current trends and needs of modern 
offices, which are expected to be friendly and motivating places for employees.



Finishes
BI White/BI White, White RAL 9016, CSE20



Lightness of distance

The form of CS5040 desks and workbenches is not only well thought out and made with utmost care for excellent 
design. It has also been enriched with an accent that gives them unique lightness. This creates a particularly 
pleasant effect of a floating table top with only 8 mm distance width.



Comfortable 
functionalities 
in a minimalistic form

Finishes 
BI White/CC Black, White RAL 9016, CUZ3B





Finishes
BI White/BI White, White RAL 9016, CSE20

Mark your space

The working area should be comfortable and functional. To make it work, desks can be equipped with upper panels 
which additionally ensure privacy. They come finished with upholstery or recycled PET felt, desk width or shorter in case 
more space between face to face desk is necessary.

Desks can be also equipped with a modesty panel to provide privacy for the user. The panel is made of melamine faced 
chipboard. Thanks to basic bracket, the upper and modesty panels can be assembled very easily and fast, and their 
position is adjustable in two planes.



Finishes
BI White/CC Black, Black RAL 9005, FC01



Finishes
BI White/CC Black, White RAL 9016, CUZ3B

Space saving, freedom of arrangement

A space in which dozens of processes and tasks are performed on a daily basis must be flexible and 
ergonomic. Workbenches fitted with upper panels of various widths provide the necessary privacy, without 
blocking the possibility of free communication.

They have been designed to optimize the utilisation of office space: an upper panel, when installed, does not 
increase the depth of the entire workstation. The fixed dimensions also mean freedom of rearrangement, and 
the ability to add new workstations or additional modules. 



Finishes
BI White/BI White, Black RAL 9005, CUZ30



Finishes
NA Aragon Oak/BI White, White RAL 9016, CUZ3B 





Finishes
BI White/BI White, Black RAL 9005, CUZ30

The sum of small facilities for a great effect

The comfort of using office furniture has a real impact on employee productivity. Well though-out, easy and safe 
to use functionalities are catalysts for good ideas and efficient communication. While we tend to forget about 
them when we use them all the time, we get extremely bothered and distracted when they are not around. The 
trademark feature of the CS5040 line is a set of solutions that ensure nothing interferes with your state of flow. 



3in1 – a recipe for easy assembly

A well-designed furniture system supports employees in performing their tasks. It is a tool as important as 
a comfortable and ergonomic chair or a fast computer.  Big-picture thinking starts already at the basic 
structural level, so it is worth noting that the base bracket used in the CS5040 line has been registered for 
patent. The solution is unique because it is multifunctional – the screen panel, modesty panel and horizontal 
wire trunking can be installed quickly and simultaneously. 



Finishes
BI White/BI White, Black RAL 9005, CUZ30



Good ideas in 
every detail



Cable management

Although the wireless technology is becoming more and more popular, standard office equipment will still depend 
on cabling for a long time. To prevent the growing number of devices and cables from causing trouble to 
employees, desks and workbenches are fitted with comfortable horizontal and vertical wire trunkings. Cables are 
placed in them to restore free space under the table top. 

For full functionality and aesthetics, cable grommets and access panels match the wire trunkings. They can be 
arranged in various combinations. 

It is a fact that office workers are attached to their phones and other mobile devices which require frequent 
charging, and thus – searching for a nearby power outlet. The solution for that is to install media ports and wireless 
chargers set in the table top. Life in the office is made even easier now.







The right table top height is an element of comfortable work. Thanks to the practical step adjustment and 
a scale placed on a leg, you can set the desired height without using any tools or a spirit level. 

Sliding table top

The comfort of office work consists of a whole range of individual solutions. Even seemingly minor 
improvements have a measurable impact on employee performance. 
A sliding table top is a good example here. The mechanism is silent, safe and intuitive. Access to the entire wire 
trunking becomes extremely easy, fast and hassle-free. This option is available for both desks and 
workbenches, regardless of the type of base chosen. 

Height adjustment



Performing office duties is simply easier and more enjoyable when you have some useful accessories at your 
fingertips and within sight. 

Accessories

PC holder  Monitor arm 

Holders | Supports

Rotating pencil tray 



Finishes 
BI White/BI White, Black RAL 9005, CUZ30



Finishes
BI White/CC Black, White RAL 9016



Let’s sit to talk



Office reality involves daily meetings and discussions. The degree of their formality and the number of participants 
may vary, which is why high tables and conference tables are provided to complement the CS5040 furniture system. 
The tables can be configured in terms of the base type: A-leg or classic 4 legs, as well as the colour concept: 
different colours of the table top and edge.

An office is a complete ecosystem so it is a good idea to ensure visual consistency and a professional style in all of 
its zones.

Tables for meetings: conference and high



Finishes 
MS Slate/MS Slate, White RAL 9016



Finishes
A Aragon Oak/CC Black, Black RAL 9005





Finishes
BI White/CC Black, Black RAL 9005, FC01



Product range
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4 legs  A-leg 

Product range

Desks

Table tops available with rectangular shape and following dimensions: depth – 700 or 800 mm, width – 1200, 
1400, 1600 or 1800 mm. The material for the top is double melamine faced chipboard, class E1 thickness 25 mm. 
2 mm ABS edge banding in glue technology come as standard whereas laser edging as an option.
Two different colours of melamine on the table top and edge banding can be mixed, according to the 
combination matrix.

Sliding table top is available as an option, which can be released with a button and locked securely in a specific 
position. The slide range is 120 mm. After it is pulled out, the user has free access to a horizontal wire trunking.

Table top dimensions 

The legs are made of metal rectangular profile witha cross-section of 50 × 40 mm, powder-coated in 4 different 
colours, frame made of metal beams with a 30 × 40 mm profile available only in black.

The standard desk height is 740 mm for the construction without a distance, and 750 mm with a distance of 8 
mm between desk frame and table top. Levelling glides with adjustment range of +10 mm come as a standard 
feature. Manual height adjustment is available optionally, with adjustment range of 640-860 mm.
Adjustment can be made practically without any tools, the only tool needed is an Allen key.

 Types of legs 
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Basic module, 4 legs Basic module, A-leg Additional module with a recessed leg

Product range

Workbenches

The structure of workbenches is similar to that of desks. The basic module is a workstation for two people. It 
can be extended with an additional module which comes with two legs recessed 400 mm from table top 
edge for better user comfort. Both types of modules can be freely combined with each other within one 
arrangement, regardless of whether they have an upper panel or not, because their total depth is always 
1400 or 1600 mm, depending on the depth of a single table top.

Workbench table tops can also be equipped with a sliding mechanism, both for workbench version with or 
without 8 mm distance. Different colour for table top and edge is also available according to matrix 
combinations. Types of legs are the same as for desks.

Table top dimensions

Types of modules 

Cable management 

Desk and workbench table tops can be fitted with round plastic grommets and hinged metal access 
panels, cables under the table top are then well managed without any mess effect. For easier access to 
power, media ports can be installed in the table top.
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Product range

Panels
Upper panels are available fully upholstered or made of thermoPET felt with acoustic properties, both with 480 mm 
height.

The modesty panel for a desk is made of melamine faced chipboard, with 370 mm height.

Upper panels can have the same width as the table top or be shorter, i.e. 1200, 1400, 1600 or 1800 mm. If the panel is 
shorter than the table top, a shorter horizontal wire trunking needs to also be ordered.

The upper panel can be installed without any tools; it is easily placed in a U-shape bracket which is connected with 
basic bracket directly fixed to desk frame. Set of basic brackets allows for fixing upper panel, modesty panel and 
wire trunking at the same time. This unique connection system is patent pending. 

Panels can be mounted to a fixed table top without the use of basic brackets, but it is then not possible to install 
both panels and horizontal wire trunking at the same time.

Fully upholstered 
upper panel for desk

Felt upper panel for desk Modesty panel Fully upholstered upper panel 
for workbench



Product range

Wire trunking
Desks and workbenches are designed for easy and quick integration with wire trunking. The horizontal 
wire trunking is made of metal and due to the application of a tilting mechanism, it can be opened quickly 
for easy access to cables. For desks, the horizontal wire trunking is attached to plastic hooks mounted to 
the basic bracket or directly to desk frame (the second option is available only for the fixed table top), 
while for workbenches the wire trunking is mounted tool-free to the frame. It is available with a cut out 
that allows to integrate it with vertical wire trunking.

Vertical wire trunking are available in two versions. A modular one can be integrated with a horizontal wire 
trunking or fixed to the table top, while a plastic one is mounted directly to the table top. 

Horizontal wire trunking 
for a desk  

Horizontal wire trunking  
for a workbench 

Vertical modular  
wire trunking 

Vertical plastic wire trunking 

Accessories
Additional accessories for desks and workbenches include a rotating pencil tray made of transparent 
plastic, fixed under the table top, and other equipment: a computer holder fixed under the table top and 
a monitor arm assembled to the edge of the table top.

Rotating pencil tray PC holder Monitor arm 
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Product range

High tables
Table tops available with rectangular shape and following dimensions:

| 2000 × 1000 mm
| 1400 × 1000 mm
| 1800 × 900 mm
| 1400 × 900 mm

Table height is 1060 mm for the construction with distance, 1050 mm – without distance. Two types of base are 
available: 4 legs and A-leg, both with foot support bar which strenghtens table stability at the same time. The 
edge of the legs is faced with the edge of the table top. 

Grommets and media ports are located in a central position.

Table top dimensions 

 Types of legs 

4 legs  A-leg 

44



 Types of legs 

 | 1200 × 1200 mm
 | 2200 × 1200 mm
 | 2800 × 1200 mm
 | 3600 × 1200 mm

Product range

Conference tables
Table tops available with rectangular shape and following dimensions:

Table height is 750 mm for the construction with distance, 740 mm – without distance. Two types of base 
are available: 4 legs and A-leg. The outer legs are faced with the edge of table top, and the middle legs are 
recessed by 400 mm for comfort of use.

Grommets and media ports are located in a central, or right and left position. 

Table top dimensions 
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Finishes
BI White/CC Black, White RAL 9016, CUZ3B




